
ABSTRACT

Stage stacking methods commonly use a 1D through flow analysis at the mean line to design an axial compressor 
from individual stages and stack these to form a multistage axial compressor. This stage of design exerts a great 
influence on each stage’s pressure and temperature ratio. The design process for an individual stage is usually 
guided by design values and rules known from previous designs. This study develops a 1D stage un-stacking 
method that uses a minimal set of data from an actual axial compressor, while reducing the needed number 
of assumptions. Proceeding from the premise that an actual axial compressor design fulfils all thermodynamic 
requirements, velocity triangle requirements and design guidelines simultaneously, this proposed stage un-
stacking method calculates the pressure, temperature, velocities and flow angles as a set of dependent data 
at each stage of the axial compressor. The dependent data with realistic blade angles eliminates guessing the 
blade angles when constructing the geometrical model of an individual stage. Using the blade angles from stage 
un-stacking the axial compressor of a common power aero-derivative gas turbine, a greatly simplified 3D 1/72 
geometrical model was constructed and tested with a computational fluid dynamics simulation.
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